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1 Introduction

1.1 Objective and Context

FANS stands for Future Air Navigation System (see Figure 1). The purpose of this system
is to manage air space. In previous lab, you have extended a SysML modeling of the initial
notification procedure. More particularly, you have taken into account the loss of acknowl-
edgement messages. Also, you have learned to simulate an AVATAR modeling. In this lab,
the procedure to model is called Request for Notification. From the system requirements, you
will have to analyze the system (i.e. perform use case and sequence diagrams) for both
default and error modes. Then, you will perform the design of the system: block instance
and state machine diagrams. At last, your work is to validate the design.

The following abbreviations are used throughout the exercise:

• AFN: Airways Facilities Notification

• ATC: Air Traffic Control

• ATS: Air Traffic Service

• FANS: Future Air Navigation System

• IATA: International Air Transport Association

• ICAO: International Civil Aviation Organization

Figure 1: Components of FANS
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1.2 Specification

The following specification is an excerpt of the FANS system, borrowed from Airbus.

1.2.1 Purpose

An AFN Contact Advisory Message requests the aircraft to notify a new ground facility.
If communication has already been established between an airborne and a ground AFN
application (using the Initial Notification procedure), the ground application may send
an AFN Contact Advisory message to the Aircraft AFN application requesting that an
AFN Contact message be sent to another ground AFN application (presumably at another
ATS facility).

1.2.2 Basic Procedure

Once an AFN Contact Advisory is sent, the ground AFN application sets ground timer
ATST2 and awaits an AFN response message. Upon receipt of the AFN contact advisory
message the aircraft AFN transmits an AFN Response message to the ground AFN and
then performs an Initial Notification procedure with the ground AFN application whose
address in the next ATC Center field of the AFN Contact advisory message. The aircraft
AFN application will ignore subsequent AFN Contact Advisory messages until an AFN
Acknowledgement is received or ATS1 expires.
Upon receipt of a successful AFN Response message by the ground AFN, ground timer
ATST2 is canceled, ground timer ATST3 is set and the ground AFN awaits an AFN
Complete message. Upon expiry of ground timer ATST2, the ground AFN may attempt
to retransmit the AFN Contact Advisory message up to three times. At the end of these
attempts or the receipt of an AFN Response message with a non-zero reason code, an
error indication should be given to the air traffic controller. The air traffic controller is
then expected to contact the aircraft through other means.
Upon successful completion of the Initial Notification with the next ATS facility, the
aircraft AFN transmits an AFN Complete message to the first ground AFN. Upon receipt
of a successful AFN Complete message, ground timer ATST3 is canceled and a positive
indication should be given to the air traffic controller.

1.2.3 Hypotheses

1. Acknowledgements sent by the aircraft or by the control towers are the only messages
that can be lost.
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2. For only one message type of your choice, use a retransmission counter to handle the
loss of that message. You are free to select the lost message (but select an interesting
one!).

3. At first, messages don’t carry any parameters: no reason-code, no sender identifier, etc.

4. Interconnection network may be modeled in different ways (specific blocks, asyn-
chronous or synchronous links). Explain your modeling assumptions, and progres-
sively remove those assumptions if you have the time for this at the end of the lab
sessions.

2 Assignments

2.1 Requirements

The model you need to get started can be downloaded from:
http://soc.eurecom.fr/UMLEmb/labs.html.
The model contains nothing about requirements: it is up to you to model them now. Create
a requirement diagram, and start from high-level objectives . Do keep it simple and clear: I
would say that less than 5 requirements is fine, more than 10 is far too much for that system.

2.2 Analysis

The provided model already contains an analysis section (including a use case diagram and
sequence diagrams) that you will have to complete during this exercise. You do not need to
create other diagrams during the analysis stage. With your former experiences with TTool,
the usage of sequence and use case diagrams should be straight forward. TTool provides all
modeling elements you became acquainted with during the lecture.

1. Identify the users of the FANS, and draw the use case diagram of this system (dummy
diagrams provided!)

2. Identify various communicating entities of the system, and all exchanged signals.

3. Provide a sequence diagram for the nominal Request for Notification (dummy dia-
grams provided!)

4. Identify significant possible errors, and draw corresponding sequence diagrams (dummy
diagrams provided!)
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2.3 Design of the Request for Notification

2.3.1 Make your own design

Your first work is to restart from the Initial Notification model made in the previous exercise.
The provided modeling features only the nominal behavior i.e. without any loss or erratic
modification of messages.
Enhance the design to model the nominal Request for Notification. You will probably have
to create new blocks and extend existing ones, as well as create new communication channels
and state machines.
Simulate your model, provide the trace you obtain, and explain that trace.

2.3.2 Considering Message Loss

For each degraded mode identified during your analysis, enhance your design. Be careful,
the nominal Request for Notification should still work with your enhanced modeling. Your
teacher will be attentive to that particular point. Provide your most advanced diagrams and
comment your simulation traces.

2.3.3 Proving system termination

Let us consider these two following properties:

• Property 1: Once started, the RFN always complete, successfully or not, within a finite
time.

• Property 2: Once an RFN is started, the air traffic controller is always informed about
the completion status of that RFN.

If these two properties are not yet expressed in your requirement diagram, add them now
under the form of requirements, and connect them to your requirements. Then, formally
prove those two properties in your design diagrams.

2.3.4 Considering Message Parameters (Bonus question)

Reason code and sender identifier must now be taken into account in your design. Provide
and explain your modifications at modeling level, e.g., update your requirements and design
diagrams. Redo the formal proofs made at previous step to ensure that those two properties
are still satisfied.


